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Emperor Maximilian locked gazes with the True Emperor of Quintessence, 

these two beings saying nothing between them as Maximilian came ever 

closer. 

When he was a few meters away from the dreamy gold throne, the Emperor 

atop it waves his hands to cause the rise of another makeshift throne to 

appear opposite to him, Maximilian waving his hands behind the procession 

behind him as all others came to a stop while he proceeded forward. 

He looked at the sandy gold throne conjured for him as he actually sighed 

while sitting down, gazing up to see the visage of Elder Ancestor Ophelia 

beside the True Emperor of Quintessence before he settled back on this 

being. 

Two Emperors sat before each other as an air of shocking regality wrapped 

around them, those around feeling a stifling pressure as after these two stared 

at each other for a few seconds, Emperor Maximilian was the one to speak as 

his golden strands of hair shone with austere light. 

"I apologize." 

ραΠdαsΝοvεl.cοm BOOM! 
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His first words caused the Elder Ancestors who came with him to be shaken 

as they gazed forward with incredulity, but Maximilian only continued with a 

calm expression as he stared towards the True Emperor of Quintessence! 

"It was under my watch that the final verdict was given to the Barren Lands. 

All responsibility lies with me." 

WAA! 

His eyes were deep and with immense knowledge as he spoke, yet they were 

also unreadable as one couldn't easily ascertain just what he was thinking! 

His words caused the True Emperor of Quintessence to raise his brows while 

he continued. 

"It was me and my party that initially stepped out of the Barren Lands and 

found the entry into the Havens of Extremity, and everything that has occurred 

after that is history. And now, we are at an even more vital juncture of history 

where after all the mistakes and choices made over the years, even grander 

ones have to be made. So let me officially introduce myself as one of those 

who makes these choices…I am Maximilian, born from the Halcyon 

Singularity Domains of the Quantum Dimension of the Barren Lands, and the 

current Interim Aeonic Lernaean Lineage Emperor." 

…! 

His grandeur was dominating as all others were breathless after he finished 

talking, the True Emperor of Quintessence nodding at this moment as he 

replied. 

"I am the Last True Emperor of the Lands you all had forsaken, the True 

Emperor of Quintessence- Osmont!" 

The sandy golden earth churned at his mere words as Maximilian nodded with 

a smile and waved his hands, causing an illusory scene to appear that 



showed dozens of points of light stretched out across vast stretches of 

regions. 

"These are all the domains under the Ancestral Lernaeans stretched out 

across the Haven of Dissolution. Some were strategically found around 

unique Planes of Existence like this Abecedarian Sacrarium, and others were 

built atop reserves of unique metalloids used to make our Automatons and 

Vessels among other things. This…is what represents all of the Ancestral 

Lernaean Lineage." 

"..." 

His phrases gripped all beings here as the Elder Ancestors behind him had 

worried looks, none of them knowing what Emperor Maximilian was going to 

say next as nothing he had uttered so far was what they expected! 

They had the support of their Apex Aeonic Lifeforms. 

He held the influence of their power…so why exactly was he speaking like this 

right now?I think you should take a look at ραΠdαsnovel.cοm 

None of them knew what would happen as at this juncture where all the 

sacrariums of the Ancestral Lernaeans were shown stretched out across the 

Haven of Dissolution, Maximilian looked towards Noah calmly and spoke 

candidly. 

"You see, there's been a great deal of talk amongst us and even the Apex 

Aeonic Lifeforms on how to…handle you as they called it. How to take care of 

a being that is supposedly weaker than our strongest forces, and yet we also 

want the things he has. The mere mention of your demand of taking the reins 

of the Ancestral Lernaean Lineage has others rising up in arms and roaring 

out as me personally…I don't truly care."𝗇𝗈𝗏𝔢𝓁𝗇𝑒xt.𝒞𝞸𝗆 

BOOM! 



"Whether you hold me as the only one responsible for the decision of the 

Barren Lands, I can take on all the punishment for it. It matters not. What does 

matter…are all these Sacrariums stretched out across this Haven. The 

quintillions of beings within them. Their hopes and dreams. They are what 

matter the most." 

Emperor Maximilian pointed to the illusory images of the Sacrariums he had 

conjured up as his words caused the Elder Ancestors behind him to rise up 

while calling out to him! 

Yet on his conjured throne… 

HUM! 

A regal crimson air rose as it was a genuine Bloodline Authority. 

An authority afforded only to the Interim Aeonic Lernaean Lineage Emperor as 

he could actually suppress the Bloodline of those he ruled over! 

Those behind him quieted as before him, Noah had an interested smile as 

even Ophelia was shocked at this unfolding situation. 

"You see, I am going against the words handed down to me by our Apex 

Aeonic Lifeforms that mainly included threats and reminding you how there 

were multiple others above you in power, but even they are missing the point." 

WAA! 

His golden hair danced with majesty as seared upon his throne, he truly 

seemed like a genuine Emperor! 

"Why do we continue to seek power? Is it just for ourselves? Those who think 

so have lost their direction. Everything I've done so far is for the Lineage. For 

the countless lives within them. I care not for my own prestige and might as in 

my life…I will never be able to even touch the stage of Apex Aeonic Lifeform." 

…! 



As he spoke, his hands went before his chest as his robe was pulled aside to 

reveal his fair skin underneath- skin that showed stellar sparkling wonder as 

one could see…a few Meridians that were twisted and fractured! 

Aeonic Extremity Meridians that represented a entity who had failed in their 

Apexification! 

Noah looked at such a entity curiously as Providence told him his phrases 

were genuine! 

"For the sake of all Lernaeans, I have no qualms stepping down after my 

failures, but the only way I would do that is if I have a confirmation from you. 

Because you see, at this very moment…Inheritances from other Havens have 

reached out to us seeking our fealty to them. They will divide us and displace 

us into different regions, and they will throw our lives into the fires of the 

Extremity Sanctification as they so wish. Towards these factions that have 

multiple existences that have reached Extremity…how will you deal with them 

to ensure the abundance of all Lernaeans?" 

…! 
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For the prosperity of all Lernaeans! 
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Under the burning flames of Extremity Sanctification, Emperor Maximilian 

knew that the Ancestral Lernaeans would only be more fuel to it by the 

Inheritances that reached out to them. 

He had his own ideas on how to best navigate and minimize the damage of 

what was to come, while at the same time…obtaining as many boons as 

possible! 

Having an identity connected to an Inheritance with a deep history was also a 

tool in itself. 

Consummate Boundaries. Apex Aeonic Relics. Aeonic Treasures of 

Extremity. 

All of these were already in line to be offered as all that was left was their 

decision. 

So if an existence appeared from their own Lineage who had somehow forged 

Consummate Boundaries that could elevate the strength of their whole 

Lineage by another level…a different pathway could open up for them. 

Maybe they could forge their own path! 

But, all this depended on just what Entity had risen forth from the ashes of the 

Ancestral Lernaeans. 

"For the prosperity of all Lernaeans, huh?" 

The voice of the True Emperor of Quintessence reached Maximilian as this 

being held an immovable smile on his face. 

He gazed at the Elder Ancestors in the surroundings as he spoke freely. 

"If you can believe it, I never lost any sleep thinking about the prosperity of all 

Lernaeans." 

WAA! 



ραΠdαsΝοvεl.cοm "Just like they never lost any sleep for me and the Barren 

Lands, I also don't give a damn about them. Let the Inheritances come and rip 

you all apart. Join their factions as just one of the countless Bloodlines there 

as within a few million years, the identity of the Lernaean Lineage will be all 

but erased as they only identify with the Inheritance that took them in. Those 

that end up surviving anyways…" 

…! 

Extremely heavy words left Noah's mouth as immense silence descended in 

the surroundings! 

He didn't bullshit anything as his true thoughts were unveiled without any 

falsification. 

His bright eyes swirled with Providence as he looked at the visage of the 

Aeonic Soul Clone of the Interim Aeonic Lernaean Lineage Emperor before 

him. 

Maximilian. 

A being who had actually failed during his process of Apexification! 

Uniquely for him, he had actually managed to survive such an ordeal as within 

his body, fractured and twisted Aeonic Extremity Meridians could be seen. 

He didn't have a path in front of him. 

Even being the one leading the party that discovered the entrance into the 

Havens of Extremity, even being one of the oldest Lernaeans currently in 

existence…none of it had changed his destiny as here he was now. 

He genuinely seemed to care about the countless quintillions of Ancestral 

Lernaeans due to his cut off path as his being the one chosen to become the 

Interim Aeonic Lernaean ancestry Emperor was a very fitting choice! 



Such a being looked towards Noah as the Lineage Authority still remained 

leaking from him. 

It pressed down on all the Elder Ancestors behind him even though some 

wanted to erupt at Noah's words, his gaze remaining calm as he seemed to 

see things others didn't.I think you should take a look at ραΠdαsnovel.cοm 

He leaned forward from his Throne as he replied with squinting eyes. 

"You don't hold any attachment to the vast number of Lernaeans…and yet 

you moved your body to stand in front of one of our Elder Ancestors right here 

when an attack from an Apex Eternal Soul Totem came." 

His eyes came to land on the terrifically beautiful visage of Ophelia who stood 

out greatly among the masses currently! 

The memories of what had happened prior were shared with Maximilian as 

towards his words, Noah smiled and gave a light nod. 

𝞰𝑜𝓋𝓔𝔩𝒏𝑒xt.𝓬𝓞𝑚 

Yes. 

Why did he defend Ophelia? Could this being before him quickly catch on to 

what he was saying? 

"You don't care for the Ancestral Lernaeans, but if it is anyone who is 

underneath your rule…you will put your own life on the line for them. You are 

saying that so long as Lernaeans are under you- along with their long history, 

their Sacrariums, everything they have built over the eons…only then will they 

share in your boons and fate." 

WAA! 

Dazzling words emanated out as nobody could say anything else! 



Noah reclined on his Throne with a smile as he gazed at the pondering 

expression on Maximilian. 

He had made his intentions clear when the first few Elder Ancestors had 

arrived. 

If they wanted his Consummate Boundaries, they had to pledge fealty! 

But now, the new factor of Inheritances came into the picture came. 

And this was of utmost importance as Maximilian nodded towards Noah's 

smile of affirmation while continuing. 

"The Cult of Endless Shadows from the Eternal Haven of Penumbra, the 

Genesis Institute of Extremity from the Aeonic Haven of Genesis, and the 

Light of the Seven from the Aeonic Haven of Helios have all sent forth Apex 

Aeonic Lifeforms to meet with ours. They offer the inclusion of our Lineage 

into their Inheritances in exchange for our Apex Aeonic Lifeforms working for 

them after the end of the Initiating Step of the Extremity Vein of Dissolution, 

including the ones that rise in the 10 Billion years to come. They offer identity 

and protection against other Inheritances as the continuation of our Lineage is 

guaranteed. If you were reigning over Ancestral Lernaeans, how would you 

manage this?" 

…! 

A question that caused the Elder Ancestors behind him to tremble. 

What exactly was Emperor Maximilian doing? Why was he entertaining all 

these words and ideals when talking to this being?! 

These were things that were only supposed to be discussed with their Apex 

Eternal Lifeforms as they dealt with the very future of their Lineage. 

Was Emperor Maximilian truly serious… 

"Interesting." 



Noah's voice echoed out as he rose from his sandy gold throne, the essence 

of Dreams swirling around him as he stared out into the vastness past even 

the boundary of the Abecedarian Sacrarium. 

"The Cult of Endless Shadows, Genesis Institute of Extremity…or whatever 

other legacies out there seeking to spread their influence- why the hell would I 

join any of them?" 

…! 

"I will simply create my own Inheritance that shall echo its glory across the 

Havens of Extremity!" 

BOOM! 
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"I will simply forge my own Inheritance that shall echo its glory across the 

Havens of Extremity!" 

…! 

The words reverberated and resounded from the Abecedarian Sacrarium as 

their waves of grandeur spread out even further, immense majesty present 

within them as they shook the souls of all those who heard them! 

Enact one's own Inheritance! 

What a wild thought! 
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Current Inheritances had been existing for eons as they held deep histories 

and reserves of treasures, their experts countless as their support was 

unfathomable. 

Yet for a being who hadn't even become an Apex Aeonic Lifeform to proclaim 

this… 

"Hmm…" 

Emperor Maximilian also rose up as he stared straight towards Noah's 

astounding visage. 

His body gave off utmost regality and majesty as he also stared at the vast 

expanse while replying. 

"To be without the support of behemoth organizations that will be backing the 

Noblesse, Quasarians, and Planeswalkers. To forge our own path in the midst 

of Extremity Sanctification…well, I can tell you this isn't the path that the 

Lernaean Apex Aeonic Lifeform were thinking of." 

He didn't actually rebut Noah or say it was impossible, only that those at the 

highest seats of power did not have the same thoughts! 

"And what are your thoughts?" Noah's resonant voice boomed out as he came 

to focus on Maximilian. 

The golden hair on this being shone with a dazzling light as remained 

impassive while replying. 

"For the best prospects of Ancestral Lernaeans, I would do anything. You 

have the authority of Dreams and Natural Laws from what I've heard. Will you 

let me take a glimpse of Providence that we abandoned long ago? I wish to 

see if this and Destiny can show me which arduous path the Lernaeans 

should walk on." 



Maximilian spoke honestly as Noah smiled at his words, the golden light of 

Providence erupting around him as a Consummate Boundary. 

What he could give others power to access, he could also take away. 

So he simply gave access to the workings of Providence- a golden light 

descending on the Emperor that had failed Apexification and now led as the 

Interim Aeonic Lernaean Lineage Emperor! 

— 

As a golden glow of Providence descended on him in the Abecedarian 

Sacrarium, Maximilian's main body was in a vastly different location across 

the Aeonic Haven of Dissolution. 

Towards the center of the domains they had managed to control over the 

years. 

The earth below was covered by raging waves of a silver sea of Nullity, the 

auras of countless Chaoticus Beasts swimming within it as the potent aura of 

Nullity was enough to cause any being in the Boundary Expansion Realm to 

be careful. 

Deep within this silver sea of Nullity, massive crystal mountains stretched 

throughout its depths as the figures of armored Lernaeans with pickaxes 

releasing the light of EPOCH Relics could be seen mining the crystalline 

mountains to harvest materials that would make terrifyingly powerful weapons! 

And past these crystalline underwater mountains towards even deeper 

regions, the boundaries of a Major Plane could be seen. 

This was known as the Argentate Sacrarium- one of the most important 

locations for Ancestral Lernaeans within the Aeonic Haven of Dissolution! 



Within this Major Plane, hidden amongst layers of spacetime continuum 

where even normal Unequaled Reverend Emperors would be able to find, 

there was a serene domain filled with calm liquefied streams of Nullity. 

Heavy auras of power were currently present within this domain as the Main 

Body of Emperor Maximilian could be seen sitting on a silver throne, with 

there being multiple other silver thrones in the surroundings that were empty 

for the vast majority, but a few currently held the auras of Apex Aeonic 

Lifeforms that were talking amongst each other!I think you should take a look 

at ραΠdαsnovel.cοm 

"The positives in joining the Cult of Endless Shadows is that they're the 

closest to becoming a genuine Aeonic Inheritance of Extremity after a few 

billion years. Having the backing of such an Inheritance would ensure our 

prosperity for the years to come." 

One overbearing voice echoed out as another one replied dismissively. 

"So what? The Genesis Institute of Extremity stems from the Aeonic Haven of 

Genesis. One of the Oldest Havens as it's rumored to even be a subsidiary of 

a genuine Aeonic Inheritance of Extremity. Wisdom tells me this is a much 

better choice…." 

Discussions were abuzz at this moment as at such a juncture, one gaze 

focused on Emperor Maximilian as it spoke out calmly, causing silence to 

descend in the surroundings. 

"Maximilian, you should have arrived in the Abecedarian Sacrarium by now 

and met with this Mutated Entity that our Lineage bloomed. Will he give back 

and share the boons of the Consummate Boundaries that fell on his lap…or is 

he seeking the hard way?" 

BZZZT! 



The voice held a tinge of force and malice as it spoke, Maximilian's main body 

raising its head at this moment as he gazed at the terrifying auras around him. 

Some of them used to be his friends. 

One was even under him in the party he led that ventured into the Havens of 

Extremity first. 

Yet now, their dispositions and eyes seemed so far above that at times, they 

seemed alien to him! 

He had failed, while they succeeded.  

And now, they wondered which place to sell themselves to for the most gain 

as for them to advance closer towards Extremity- the allure of powerful 

factions was undoubtedly the best choice! 

But was this also the best choice for all Lernaeans? 

As the Eyes of multiple Apex Aeonic Lifeforms locked onto him, the Interim 

Aeonic Lernaean Lineage Emperor voiced out calmly. 

ραΠdαsΝοvεl ƈοm "I met the True Emperor of Quintessence. Instead of 

binding our Lineage into a faction that will use and divide us, he suggests that 

we forge our own path. He proposes we forge our own Inheritance." 

BOOM! 

Heavy Wills and Haki erupted out…along with a vibrant laughter filled with a 

chilling light!𝞰𝑜𝓋𝓔𝔩𝒏𝑒xt.𝓬𝓞𝑚 

"Hah! Forge one's own Inheritance? Against Inheritances from Havens that 

have already undergone Extremity Sanctification and are led by personages 

that have already reached Extremity? Mere dreams and words of a child! This 

is why I was against to even holding a discussion with a mere Descendant. 

Those of our own Blood…we can move against them if it is just to Discipline 

them. The Extremity Adjudicator would not interfere with something like this!" 



…! 

Sharp words boomed out as an Apex Aeonic Lifeform spoke out with a Will 

filled with disdain and anger! 

And at such a juncture, before any more conversations could continue… 

"Since when did we point our swords to our own people?" 

HOONG!  

A overbearing aura surpassing many of those here silently appeared as 

multiple Lernaean Apex Aeonic Lifeforms rose up with heavy waves of power 

and shock. 

They soon calmed down though when they saw the appearance of a Lifeform 

they recognized, with the only difference being his Eyes…they held empty 

sockets! 

It was the True Emperor of Genesis making his entrance as Destiny and 

Providence were unstably showing things heading in unknown directions! 

INFINITE MANA IN THE APOCALYPSE 
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A stellar luster covered his figure as he appeared, the most eye-catching thing 

being the fact that only sockets could be seen…his eyes entirely missing! 

When the Lernaean Apex Aeonic Lifeforms saw this being, they were greatly 

shocked as some even had remorseful looks on their faces. 
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"Orion…" A sonorous voice of a gorgeous woman rang out as clad in a pink 

dress, an Apex Aeonic Lifeform instantly appeared before the True Emperor 

of Genesis and placed her hand on his fair cheeks. 

Tears sparkled in her eyes as she spoke with tenderness. 

"I searched for you high and low, I told them to not care about anything else 

and wage war on the Apex Aeonic Lifeforms of the Noblesse you retrieve you, 

but we are heavily outnumbered. I…I'm so sorry." 

Her voice broke near the end as one could sense profound weakness and 

strength at the same time. 

The True Emperor of Genesis gazed towards her calmly as he simply nodded, 

an action that caused this woman before him to feel like her heart shattered! 

ραndαsΝοvεl.cοm He moved past her as he came to stare at the less than a 

dozen Lernaeans Apex Aeonic Lifeforms here. 

Others were still stretched out across the Haven of Dissolution or even within 

other Havens at this juncture. 

The True Emperor of Genesis, Orion, looked at those he considered close 

friends before as he continued. 

"I come back and the first thing I hear is how we can punish our own people? 

What has happened, Maximilian?" 

He turned his heart towards the Interim Aeonic Lernaean Lineage Emperor at 

the end as with an expression of weakness, Maximilian sighed while releasing 

a burst of light from his hands. 

A light that the True Emperor of Genesis accepted as it conveyed a great deal 

of memories of everything that had occurred recently! 

Of the appearance of the True Emperor of Quintessence and the 

Consummate Boundaries he portrayed! 



The moment that the True Emperor of Quintessence perused these 

memories, his empty sockets brightened up like blooming singularities as a 

hint of a smile barely appeared on his face before it disappeared. 

He turned towards the pristine Lifeforms before him after catching up as the 

words that left his mouth were utterly cold! 

"When our Descendant rises to correct our mistakes and even hold surprises 

that can change the very structure of our Lineage, the first answer you all 

went with was to put him down?" 

…! 

The words were criticizing and held a hint of anger that the other Apex Aeonic 

Lifeforms couldn't bring themselves to speak against! 

The vast majority of them couldn't. 

But there were still some. 

There was still one! 

Seated on a throne covered by a violet light, an exceedingly handsome man 

with vibrant violet hair raised his head calmly as he replied. 

"We've shown great restraint by not making any moves so far. We even 

showed a Descendant much more respect than he deserves by sending 

Maximilian to speak with him about all this. If we continue to pamper them and 

heed their requests as if they are spoiled children…then we will have no 

power over them!" 

BOOM!I think you should take a look at ραΠdαsnovel.cοm 

The words were immaculately powerful and even holding a trace of power 

very few beings here held- a trace of a Dynamis of Extremity! 



Those hearing it would feel its dominance and composure, but their perceptive 

eyes saw that the True Emperor of Genesis- Orion didn't even blink. 

A milky white light of even greater quality rose from his body as the 

surroundings vibrated, heavy waves of Haki emanating out as the aura of yet 

another Dynamis of Extremity could be felt! 

Sensing such deep wonder, many Lifeforms were shocked and joyful in the 

next instant as the Apex Aeonic Lifeform donned in pink behind Orion came 

beside him with an utterly happy expression.𝞰𝑜𝓋𝓔𝔩𝒏𝑒xt.𝓬𝓞𝑚 

"You've broken through? You fused Genesis and…" 

"It matters not what I have done." Orion cut off her words as he remained 

cold. 

He gazed towards the man surrounded by a violet haze as he continued. 

"We are supposed to work together and build our Descendants ever higher, 

not think of plans on how we can control them or have power over them." 

His words caused Maximilian's dark face to lighten up as he and others 

listened, yet the Lernaean Apex Aeonic Lifeform on the violet throne only 

adopted an even colder air as he spoke out authoritatively. 

"I think I have earned more than sufficient authority to decide the measure 

taken on our own Descendants. After all, it is I who currently holds the 

authority of Apex Aeonic Lernaean Lineage Emperor, not you." 

WAA! 

His eyes shone like grand violet suns as the power he gave off was off the 

charts! 

Interim and Apex! 



One was Maximilian who managed the daily workings of all Sacrariums and 

their workings, and the difference of [Apex] was above this as it was the ruling 

authority that even made crucial decisions regarding their Apex Aeonic 

Lifeforms. 

This being atop the Violet throne was the one holding such a title. 

Yet Orion stood before him undaunted as he nodded. 

"You are right, Roan. You hold such an authority…but I will ensure that it 

won't be so much longer." 

…! 

Shocking words left his mouth as he turned around soon after, leaving behind 

disbelieving Lernaean Apex Aeonic Lifeforms along with Apex Aeonic Lineage 

Emperor Roan whose expression had turned livid! 

He watched coldly as the True Emperor of Genesis- Orion, left, and even the 

fact that the Apex Aeonic Lifeform donned in a dazzling pink dress bit her lips 

before following right after him. 

The rage on Roan's face remained as he coldly looked at the Apex Aeonic 

Lifeforms on the thrones around him who hadn't even spoken a word. 

Even now, their gazes were those of contemplating as they seemed to only be 

looking for their own opportunities! 

He mocked at such a scene and what the return of the True Emperor of 

Genesis meant, his right hand flashing to reveal a lively Aeonic Runestone 

that represented a singer character. 

It read [Shadows]! 
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The Runestone gave off an ancient air as it was something that represented 

the identity of a grand Inheritance! 

Apex Aeonic Lineage Emperor Roan had received it not too long ago as he 

had to come to a decision soon for the direction he wanted to have…and the 

direction of all Ancestral Lernaeans. 

'Consummate Boundaries, Treasures to aid in the Convergence of Dynamis of 

Extremity, the promise of reaching Extremity, the inclusion into an Inheritance 

that is very soon to become an Aeonic Inheritance of Extremity…all in 

exchange for giving up the boons of Dissolution and sacrificing a few trillion 

Aeonic Souls to the Endless Shadows…' 

A dangerous thought crossed his mind as he thought of the words of the 

delegation of the Cult of Endless Shadows he had met, and then thought of 

the Descendant pending his chest and seeking glory who only held a few 

Consummate Boundaries. 

When one compared a Behemoth of an inheritance with countless boons and 

protection against a mere Descendant who wasn't even an Apex Aeonic 

Lifeform, was it even a question of what had to be done? 

'Fools, all of them! This is why we struggled weakly against the Noblesse for 

billions of years. This is why we hold a brand of weakness even in the Aeonic 

Haven of Dissolution. I will reform the weak mindset you all have and make 
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sure to elevate Lernaeans to a stage that even the Noblesse, Quasarians, and 

Planeswalkers will look upto!' 

HOONG! 

The Aeonic Runestone is his hand buzzed as he infused his essence into it, 

the Apex Aeonic Lineage Emperor Roan coming to a decision at this juncture. 

'And for you to return and try to usurp my authority right away? I will show you 

that I no longer follow behind your brilliance, Genesis!' 

His thoughts were vibrant and filled with a great need for power as he made a 

choice! 

— 

Across the folds of the spacetime continuum. 

The figure of the True Emperor of Genesis moved extremely fast while 

another Apex Aeonic Lifeform tried to keep up behind him, his power being 

stupendous as he arrived where he wished to within a span of a few seconds! 

He appeared in a domain of space that had halcyon waves of milky light 

swirling all around, a massive golden waterfall cascading down in the distance 

as at the center of this domain, a massive golden cloud floated serenely as it 

shone the brightest in this whole area. 

Atop it, one could see dazzling crystalline treasures, Relics, and even Aeonic 

Treasures of Extremity seamlessly strewn about as it was enough to make 

any Reverend Emperor go crazy! 

Yet at the very center of it all, the visage of a woman with shocking beauty 

could be seen. 

Hair as gold as the strands of milky light around them, and a fair skin tone that 

made it seem she didn't seem like she stayed within one place for too long. 



A light white robe wrapped around her as one could almost see her blessed 

figure to its fullest, her countenance that of laziness as she turned her head to 

see the True Emperor of Genesis! 

She scoffed and spoke out lazily as she grabbed one of the shining crystals 

around her that formed into mountains and crushed it with her white teeth. 

"You actually made it out by yourself, Orion. I told you that you would be on 

your own if you were foolish enough to go against the Noblesse by yourself. 

They snatched your eyes?" 

She was carefree and without worries. 

She was the owner of the Golden Forge that was enacted within the Barren 

Lands and the construct that Noah based his Infinite Forge on! 

She was Caterina Aurelia Dismukes- Caterina the Great!I think you should 

take a look at ραΠdαsnovel.cοm 

"Aurelia, I've already exhausted myself for too many years trying to change 

your nature, so I won't even try anymore. But I need your help." 

His voice was earnest as when the pink dressed Apex Aeonic Lifeform behind 

him just arrived to hear this, her eyes turned sad and angry as she stared at 

Orion and Aurelia! 

She saw these two beings lock their gazes and ignore her entirely as 

frustration couldn't help but rise on her face as she came to float beside the 

True Emperor of Genesis. 

Aurelia didn't even spare her a glance as she blinked languidly at Orion while 

sighing. 

"What is it now?" 

"The vast majority of the Lernaean Apex Aeonic Lifeforms reached their stage 

because of the aid from your Aeonic Forge of Extremity. I need you to exert 



your influence and have them strip the authority of Apex Aeonic Lineage 

Emperor from Roan. The times to come are tumultuous and involve 

Inheritances that hold supreme power. Him holding an authority at this 

moment to decide the direction of the whole Lineage could put us on a path of 

destruction, if he hasn't already taken the steps to do so. We must make 

haste." 

…! 

Words of usurpation echoed out as Aurelia's eyes were finally roused from her 

laziness, coming to focus on the True Emperor of Genesis as she sighed 

while nodding lightly. 

She then turned towards the Apex Aeonic Lifeform donned in a pink dress 

beside Orion as she spoke while shaking her head pitifully. 

"Lucia, I've advised you many times to stop chasing after this guy. Can't you 

see that he doesn't hold any sort of romance in his heart and he only thinks of 

duty? He's even gone and lost his eyes entirely as you need to cast your 

stones elsewhere…" 

BZZT! 

Arcs of profound Loot light surged from her devilishly gorgeous figure as she 

rose, Lucia glaring towards her angrily while remaining quiet, which only 

caused Aurelia to sigh even more! 

"Surrounded by fools all around. Alright, let's go."𝗇𝗈𝗏𝔢𝓁𝗇𝑒xt.𝒞𝞸𝗆 

She waves her hands while yawning as she was about to move from her 

domain for the first time in quite a while! 

Orion nodded as his body buzzed with a milky white light, his Soul beginning 

to expand a portion of itself outside. 

"One second." 



A dazzling radiance erupted as an Apex Aeonic Soul Clone was gradually 

formed, Aurelia raising her brows at this as before she could even ask… 

ραΠdαsΝοvεl ƈοm "A Clone to go meet this True Emperor of Quintessence 

that has further propelled the current sequence of events. I need to see the 

state of the Barren Lands myself…" 

…! 

Even more choices were made as the paths of many beings crossed. 

Countless destinies were intersecting all at once as a bountiful result would 

arise from it all, with no one being the wiser as to what exactly would unfold 

under the boiling heat of Extremity Sanctification! 

INFINITE MANA IN THE APOCALYPSE 
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"I need to see the state of the Barren Lands myself…" 

The voice of the True Emperor of Genesis- Orion, rang out as his words 

caused the eyes of the architect of the Golden Forge to sparkle, Caterina 

Aurelia Dismukes also releasing a golden glow from her body as she spoke 

lazily! 

"I'm also inquisitive as to what the Barren Lands managed to produce as the 

last True Emperor. The quality of Emperors over the past Ages has only 

continued to grow poorer and poorer…" 
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A woman laden in gold manifested beside her as the Apex Aeonic Soul Clone 

turned into a streak of light soon after, her voice being the only thing left 

behind. 

"Try to keep up." 

The message was for Orin's Soul Clone that became wrapped in a milky white 

light while disappearing, its speed no less than Aurelia's close as they 

disappeared instantly! 

The figures left behind were the main bodies of Orion, Aurelia, and Lucia who 

had a different destination- towards the Lernaean Apex Aeonic Domain where 

the grandeur of all their powerhouses would be gathered. 

The goal was singular. 

The usurpation of the current Apex Aeonic Lineage Emperor Roan as in these 

tumultuous times, his methodology was not something that the True Emperor 

of Genesis trusted! 

— 

Genesis. 

Orion. 

The Eyeless Lernaean. 

He had many titles and distinctions, the last one being something that the 

Noblesse Apex Aeonic Lifeforms had given him after he had his eyes taken 

away.  

He was always humble as he knew he was never the most talented, fortunate, 

or smartest of beings! 

And he was reminded of this more and more whenever he was around 

Caterina Aurelia Dismukes. 



The True Emperor of Fortune. 

The one who had remained hidden in the Barren Lands during the Age of 

Fortune as she constructed the Golden Forge and did absolutely nothing but 

enjoy its boons thereafter, achieving the distinction of True Emperor after she 

accumulated the most fortune within this Age. 

When she ascended to the Havens of Extremity, her Aeonic Soul had 

continued to focus on her Golden Forge as she was initially looked down upon 

as she never joined any expeditions to seek Aeonic Treasures of Extremity or 

any explorations, where she actually shut herself off from others and 

remained secluded most of the time! 

Yet the same beings who looked down on her came to find themselves gazing 

towards her brilliance as over the years as they agonizingly crossed the 

Boundary Expansion Realm, they found Aurelia to be ascending faster than 

any of them as she very quickly joined the ranks of the Lernaean Reverend 

Emperors. 

This was when her Boundary of Fortune reached the 9th Boundary Layer as 

with it and her overly strong soul that had been refined by countless treasures, 

she transformed her Golden Forge into the Aeonic Forge of Extremity! 

A tool that within a thousand years of her achieving it…she underwent 

Apexification to join the very few Lernaean Apex Aeonic Lifeforms at that time. 

And since then, she continued her seclusion while simply getting treasures 

from her unique construct that no others seemed capable of replicating. 

She elevated their Lineage ever higher when they begged her to aid some of 

their most powerful Unequaled Reverend Emperors to become Apex Aeonic 

Lifeforms! 



She became one of the strongest pillars of Ancestral Lernaeans, and yet 

Orion knew she never really joined any battles or wars.I think you should take 

a look at ραΠdαsnovel.cοm 

And now as he followed behind the golden magnificence of her Aeonic Soul 

Clone, he couldn't help but be humbled again as he sighed when he saw the 

powerful light of none other than a Dynamis of Extremity. 

And it didn't seem to only be a single one at that as he was once more 

reminded that Age wasn't everything! 

He was the First True Emperor, and yet even he had fallen behind as this 

True Emperor that came much later than him seemed unfathomable in her 

power. 

𝗇𝗈𝗏𝔢𝓁𝗇𝑒xt.𝒞𝞸𝗆 

"Don't dwell on the strength of others and focus on yourself more, old man. 

When do you plan to reclaim your eyes?" 

Aurelia's Soul Clone spoke towards him without even looking back as Orion 

was taken out of his reverie, shaking his head as when one looked at his 

Clone- they would notice the same quality of empty sockets still in place! 

"They will naturally come back to me if I am deserving to see with Clarity 

again. Before then, I don't deserve them." 

…! 

A small silence descended between the two who were heading towards the 

Abecedarian Sacrarium as soon after, Aurelia shook her head lazily once 

more. 

"So stupidly sentimental…" 

SHIING! 



She turned into an even faster streak of light that began to pull away from 

Orion's Soul Clone, their arrival into the Abecedarian Sacrarium imminent as it 

was the convergence of multiple destinies! 

— 

Noah's eyes reflected arcs of vibrant light as he watched Maximilian be 

surrounded by the light of a few Boundaries before he ultimately blared with 

the shocking radiance of Providence at the 8th Boundary Layer! 

This was a very shocking and decisive action as Noah had felt multiple 

Boundaries sacrificed to make such a thing a reality- even the light of a 9th 

Boundary Layer that Maximilian held being burnt just to be capable of 

propelling the Consummate Boundary of Providence to the 8th Boundary 

Layer. 

He stopped here as just with this…it was equivalent to multiple Innate 

Boundaries even at the 9th Boundary Layer. 

"Ah…" 

The light of Providence shone on his body as he let out a sigh of immense 

pain and sadness, as if he was one of the few Lernaeans to be the first to 

realize just how big of a mistake they had made back then when they 

abandoned the Natural Laws! 

Now that he felt Providence again and saw just what grandeur it could 

unleash…his heart couldn't help but ache at their past actions! 

Noah could somewhat understand this reaction, but he didn't sympathize as 

he continued to plan for his own future. 

He turned his head towards the far distance as at this moment, he could feel 

the Infinite Plane that he was intimately connected to moving across the 



Planar Palisades of Extremity and remaining utterly hidden from everything 

else. 

He could tell with Providence that very soon, the time would come to begin 

absorbing more Planes of Existence into it- with his forces led by his son 

beginning their Conquest in the Lands of Noblesse while he himself…was 

already looking at the Interim Aeonic Lernaean Lineage Emperor Maximilian 

who would hand him the keys to the many Sacrariums of the Lernaeans! 

ραΠdαsΝοvεl.cοm The only question and difficult realm to maneuver was the 

presence of their Apex Aeonic Lifeforms. 

Just how much impact would they be able to exert?! 

INFINITE MANA IN THE APOCALYPSE 
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When Noah thought about the Apex Aeonic Lifeforms, he wasn't just 

accounting and making plans for the Ancestral Lernaeans. 

He also had to take into account the Apex Aeonic Lifeforms from the 

Noblesse, Quasarians, and eventually the Planeswalkers when he directed 

his Conquest to them as well!𝗇𝗈𝗏𝔢𝓁𝗇𝑒xt.𝒞𝞸𝗆 

And even past this, there were the Inheritances that were already backing 

these Lineages or about to. 

He had to plan and prepare for countless possibilities with all of these factors 

in the picture while at this same time…his Reified Sources of Extremity were 
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about to clash with the Scions of Inheritances spread out from multiple 

Havens while seeking Extremity Panaceas! 

There was never a dull moment in his life as he always seemed to be 

constantly moving, and the countless thoughts shared by his conscious were 

forced to isolate the Dream Dimensional Chassis at this moment as it felt 

something grand. 

Within the depths of the Abecedarian Sacrarium, the Dream Dimensional 

Chassis separated from Noah's massive collective consciousness and wholly 

focused on the domain it was in as Providence sent forward warnings- 

warnings of beings exceeding the stage of Unequaled Reverend Emperors by 

a large margin nearing! 

Emperor Maximilian opened his eyes that swirled with Providence at this 

same time as he spoke out while gazing towards a certain direction. 

"Your ideals are great as Providence seems to favor this path more for the 

lives of all Lernaeans, but even I wouldn't have been able to shoulder the 

decision alone. Luckily, it seems those who can carry much heavier loads on 

their shoulders are about to arrive." 

WAA! 

His words caused the many Elder Ancestors that weren't voicing their 

thoughts and opinions to look around ecstatically- because anyone greater 

than the Interim Aeonic Lernaean Lineage Emperor was… 

…! 

BZZT! 

A heavy aura instantly enveloped the Abecedarian Sacrarium. 

It wasn't just one as it felt like multiple, each of them seemingly locating 

exactly where they were as after these auras spread out, the majesty of 2 



shocking Lifeforms began to bloom at the edges of the spread out sandy gold 

dreamy platform! 

One was adorned in a white robe as his face carried exceeding charm and 

grace, a head full of dark hair mixed with stellar white tendrils of light present 

as his eyes were mere sockets of light- his figure actually arriving second. 

The one that arrived first was an exceedingly gorgeous woman, her visage 

plentiful as she was more on the thicker side- and yet her beauty exceeded 

most others as she was surrounded by the golden brilliance of fortune. 

A golden robe draped over her as her hair seemed like mere golden streams 

of reality, her gaze looking over all the Lerneans here as her eyes actually lit 

up when she saw the figures of two Emperors standing next to opposing 

thrones, all others surrounding them in a grand gesture. 

"If those other fools were here seeing you sitting throne to throne, they would 

call it treasonous." Her voice was melodious to listen to as it emanated in the 

surroundings, causing all Lernaean Reverend Emperors and Elder Ancestors 

to kneel with fervor and respect as the one that had spoken was one of their 

most revered leaders! 

The Apex Aeonic Lifeform who could be called a mobile Vault of Treasures- 

Caterina Aurelia Dismukes! 

Emperor Maximilian's eyes lit up at her appearance as he smiled brightly while 

bowing towards her, after all…it was all due to her valuables and power that 

he was still alive today after failing Apexification. 

"What do you call it, Sister Aurelia?" 

"None of my business is what I would call it, and I told you not to call me 

Sister." Caterina Aurelia spoke succinctly while she waved her hands, her 

words continuing soon after as she turned towards Noah's golden visage. 



"What is my business though…is the structure of my Golden Forge that I can 

faintly sense hidden within the depths of your soul."I think you should take a 

look at ραΠdαsnovel.cοm 

BOOM! 

ραndαsΝοvεl.cοm The air suddenly turned very thick. 

She had only just arrived as it had been mere seconds, and yet she seemed 

to have obtained an overabundance of knowledge as her gaze instantly 

locked onto Noah! 

She moved forward as she beckoned her hands to bring up the golden sand 

around her feet, the white robes eyeless existence behind her doing the same 

thing as he seemed to be in a stupor. 

"The Essence of Dreams and the smell of Providence as well as multiple other 

Laws around you…you must be the Last True Emperor of Barren Lands." 

Her steps were light as she carried imposing pressure, very few existences 

being able to even lift their heads at her prowess as she came to stand beside 

Maximilian while looking at Noah's calm visage as she continued! 

"I care not for any of that though, as much as I do for the template of my 

Golden Forge. How did you manage to obtain it and even make something out 

of it? How far have you gotten while refining it with Boundary essences and 

your Aeonic Soul? What's the highest Loot you get daily? Weekly? Yearly?" 

The more she spoke, the more her eyes shone as the laziness within them 

gradually faded to reveal unexpected interest! 

Interest that when Noah met her eyes, the essence of Loot, Fortune, Destiny, 

and Providence rose and whipped around madly as even Noah's soul couldn't 

help but smile. 



Yes! Where exactly had his Infinite Forge reached now? What stupendous 

valuables could it give him per diem when his soul and the Systems built 

within it were constantly being upgraded the more that his Aeonic Soul Values 

rose? 

Towards the question that the first Architect of the Golden Forge asked, Noah 

actually spoke freely as he felt like he had met another lover of Loot! 

"The refinement of my Realm and Soul should soon finish their stabilization as 

I can completely quantify the boons I get every day at that time. But at this 

point, I should be receiving multiple Aeonic Treasures of Extremity daily, along 

with the highest EPOCH Relics, Lineages, Modus Operandi, or even possibly 

chances to attain Loot at the Apex Aeonic Lifeform level…" 

…! 

"What!" The eyes of Aurelia exploded with golden light as she instantly 

appeared before Noah! 

Her astounding power was torrential as it caused Ophelia beside him to kneel, 

yet Noah remained standing as he looked at this woman before him who 

released a profound glow of Loot. 

"Daily? I could only attain Aeonic Treasures of Extremity per diem after I 

became an Apex Aeonic Lifeform, and at that point, they were useless to me. 

You can acquire them now at your current stage? Along with even more? 

You…let me see it." 

WAA! 

"What?" Noah felt like this woman before him was insane as towards his 

question, she only repeated herself again! 

"Show me your Forge. I won't believe it until I see it for myself. And if you 

show me yours, I'll show you mine." 



"..." 

The Elder Ancestors in the environs were dismayed while maintaining their 

kneeling positions of respect, not knowing how to fully wrap their minds 

around this! 
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"Show me your Forge. I won't believe it until I see it for myself. And if you 

show me yours, I'll show you mine." 

The words rang out in the surroundings from the pink lips of a pristine Apex 

Aeonic Lifeform as others didn't even know how they should perceive them! 

Emperor Maximilian shook his head dubiously as the other Apex Aeonic 

Lifeform to arrive came out of his stupor to also sigh at the unfolding scene. 

Yet towards the request of Aurelia… 

"No." Noah answered firmly and calmly as the shining expression on Aurelia's 

face dwindled before becoming even brighter. 

"You…I just wanted to appreciate the Loot because I thought you were like 

me. You would actually deny?" 

BZZZT! 

Her body danced with wild power as a milky golden light of a Dynamis of 

Extremity even began to paint her skin, the Elder Ancestors in the 
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surroundings feeling their Souls tremble as they sank even further into the 

golden sand! 

Yet the True Emperor of Quintessence didn't falter due to the pressure as he 

nodded while replying calmly. 

"Yes. Though I do hold an interest in the Forge of an Apex Aeonic Lifeform, so 

I can show you a reflection of mine after everything is quantified in a bit." 

"A reflection? No, I want to see the real thing in your Aeonic Soul. How you 

constructed it in your soul, what changes you made to my forge, I want to se-

mmm!" 

Before the words of Aurelia could finish, she was cut off as the Apex Aeonic 

Soul Clone that came behind her placed his hand on her lips and pulled her 

figure backwards, his voice emanating out apologetically as it caused the 

Elder Ancestors who heard it to recognize him as they trembled with shock 

and incredulity!𝗇𝒪𝑣𝖾𝔩𝑵𝓮xt.𝚌𝑜𝓂 

"I apologize for her behavior. She has never acted like this before…" 

…! 

It was the voice of the True Emperor of Genesis. 

The First Emperor of the Barren Lands. 

His gaze was deep and filled with wisdom as at this moment, he locked his 

eyes with none other than the Last Emperor of the Barren Lands! 

The ones who ruled the Barren Lands first and last! 

Their gazes intersected at this moment as if felt like entirely different regions 

of the spacetime continuum coming together. 

Yet even during such a grand meeting… 

BZZT! 



Aurelia's body buzzed with power as she seamlessly pushed Orion away from 

her, her gaze dissatisfied as she looked towards him. 

She held a hint of respect towards this being, and this was why even though 

she was greatly more powerful, she still didn't show that she could easily 

rebuff his authority and overcome him as she allowed him to just do what he 

did! 

But even so, she was still an Emperor of utmost prestige and wonder. 

"Orion, don't force my hand…and you…" Her gaze returned back to Noah as 

she continued. 

"...I'll let you have a peek at my Forge first, how about that? You can even 

take whatever you find fancy. I've begun to even generate treasures for Apex 

Aeonic Lifeforms in there. But right after, let me into your Soul." 

…! 

A set of sentences that were disastrous to all Elder Ancestors here rang out!I 

think you should take a look at ραΠdαsnovel.cοm 

A view into the Forge of the True Emperor of Fortune! 

Who had actually been granted a right to explore into it before? So far, only 

the most powerful Unequaled Reverend Emperors and Apex Aeonic Lifeforms 

among the Lernaeans had received treasures from her Forge, but they were 

not able to ever step foot in it. 

They didn't even think it was a possibility 

ραndαsΝοvεl.cοm But hearing this… 

An inexplicable sense of loss seemed to settle in their hearts as they 

remained kneeling. 



Yet even before an answer could come from the True Emperor of 

Quintessence… 

"Aurelia."  

The voice of the True Emperor of Genesis emanated out as he gazed with 

seriousness towards Aurelia. 

His single word was enough to convey his intentions. That now wasn't the 

time. That there was something much greater they had to ascertain! 

"Tsk." And Aurelia begrudgingly accepted this as she didn't push any further, 

her laziness returning as she moved back while beckoning with her hands- 

tendrils of the Boundary Essence of Dreams from the golden floor surging 

towards her as she analyzed it freely. 

At this juncture, Genesis and Quintessence came to gaze upon each other 

once more as the Emperor adorned in sandy gold was the first one to speak 

while looking towards Genesis with curiosity! 

"I met a portion of the Will of your past self within the Barren Lands." 

"Oh?" Orion's eyes lit up as he smiled wryly before continuing. "It must have 

been a Will filled with remorse and weakness." 

"It was." 

WAA! 

Noah spoke such shocking words as if the being before him was a peer, and 

he didn't stop there. 

"It was a Will that thought it had exhausted all other avenues and had to fall in 

line with others. It advised me to find a different path." 

And at such words, Orion nodded with a smile as if a heavy light was lifted off 

his shoulders. 



Off to the side, Aurelia was still analyzing the Consummate essence of the 

Boundary of Dreams as she rolled her eyes while the two of them talked, yet 

Orion paid her no heed as he replied while staring intently at Noah. 

"I can see your Eyes. You found much more clarity than I ever could as you 

embarked on a path none of us had seen or thought of. I just wanted to 

see…the outcomes of your path. My greatest wrong and regret. I wanted to 

see the Barren Lands." 

…! 

The Barren Lands. 

Among the Lernaeans here, who had been graced with seeing them again? 

Had even the Lernaean Vassals Noah had attained gotten a view of it? The 

answer was no! 

Now, its First True Emperor sought to view at magnificence as at this, Noah 

smiled devilishly and replied. 

"Of course, this can be arranged." 

…! 
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"This can be arranged, but I would first need you to glimpse Providence again 

and take it to the Third Boundary Layer at the very least." 
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A golden light erupted from his body that even Aurelia brought her sharp eyes 

to gaze at- it was the light of a Consummate Boundary, the light of 

Providence! 

It clustered towards Orion as he came to hold the bundle of gold in his hands. 

The figure of Aurelia appeared beside him as she spoke out calmly. 

"I want it too." 

WAA! 

"Be my guest." Noah freely gave out what all Elder Ancestors here were 

looking for, this being his condition for Genesis to glimpse the Barren Lands 

again as anyone who grasped his Boundaries…he could exert a level of 

influence on! 

After all, he had bound their Sources. 

They were integrated with him! 

He could even slowly and pathogenically influence a soul without its 

knowledge. 

Of course, a Soul that was vastly stronger than him like that of an Apex 

Aeonic Lifeform would be affected very little as they would even likely find out 

the moment he used Quintessential Pathogenicity on them. 

But then, there was also the Barren Lands that were the tool Noah used to 

bind the Sources of Extremity he held. 

The control they could exert over beings who were connected or utilizing its 

Source was stupendous as Noah had affirmed with Providence and Destiny 

multiple times- but even an Apex Aeonic Lifeform could be repulsed or 

expulsed instantly so long as they held a strong enough connection to one of 

its Sources! 



It was simply another Layer of protection even though Noah knew and Destiny 

foretold that Orion nor Aurelia would never make any moves to harm the 

Infinite Plane. But it didn't mean Noah couldn't take precautions, nor that he 

couldn't gain benefits from it like gaining a line of influence into Apex Aeonic 

Lifeforms. 

BZZT! 

The golden light of Providence was absorbed into Orion's body as inexplicable 

emotions rose, unimportant Boundaries being sacrificed within his soul at this 

moment as a potent light of Providence very quickly arrived at the 9th 

Boundary Layer. 

He didn't merely stop at the Third Boundary Layer as Noah had mentioned, 

this being the first Consummate Boundary that he held as he rose it to the 

highest level that he could in a short period of time! 

Taking it to the 10th Boundary Layer was a whole other task entirely as even 

Aurelia beside him stopped on the 9th Boundary. 

"Interesting, this really is that same Providence…this gives you some sort of 

assurance?" 

Aurelia spoke succinctly as Noah nodded with sharp eyes, pointing his hand 

behind him as a resplendent gateway bloomed an instant later! 

It was none other than a cluster of spatial vortices merging together that led 

into the Infinite Plane still floating in the Planar Palisades of Extremity. 

"It is not named the Barren Lands any longer, so let me welcome you to…my 

Infinite Plane." 

WAA! 

Utmost grandeur and majesty erupted out as the figure of Genesis gravitated 

towards the gateway as if he could feel an unbreakable pull. 



His empty sockets surged with a milky white light as his visage and the visage 

of Aurelia followed the Dream Dimensional Chassis into the dazzling gateway- 

no other beings moving an inch as Ophelia was the first one to sigh in relief as 

if a heavy weight was lifted off her shoulders, turning towards the clones of 

Adelaide and others who didn't venture out for Conquest as they felt like they 

could finally converse freely once more! 

"That went better than I could have even imagined…" Ophelia spoke towards 

Adelaide who held a similar devilish smile as Noah, her starry attention 

reading the emotions of all those around them as she replied to Ophelia. 

— 

The Barren Lands. 

ραndαsΝοvεl.cοm This was what he knew them as. 

But when he stepped through the gateway…what he found seemed to be the 

home he remembered, and yet it seemed to be something else entirely! 

Even Aurelia gazed on in seriousness as they appeared in a region filled with 

stellar particles of light weaving endlessly for light years- this region being in 

the outer periphery of the Infinite Plane as before their senses, they saw the 

stacked structure of 9 Minor Planes filled with uniquely colored Cosmos and 

structures, as well as endless rivers of reality and massive Cosmos unlike 

anything they had seen before! 

"All of it…you saved all of it."  I think you should take a look at 

ραΠdαsnovel.cοm 

Orion spoke with genuine shock in his eyes as he was bracing for the worst. 

But there it was. 

Radiant. 

Stellar. 



Gorgeous. 

It was the 9 Minor Planes he knew and the vastly bigger Major Plane that 

seemed to contain them, endless clusters of Realities and Cosmos weaving 

amongst each other as on top of all this… 

"Why is there such a potent aura of Extremity?" 

Aurelia was the one to voice it out quizzically as even though it was the 

Planes they knew, they also felt the environment feel very similar to the 

Havens of Extremity as Noah calmly replied to this confusion. 

"The Natural Laws and Decreta that govern it are all going towards Extremity. 

Naturally, the Infinite Plane itself is doing the same thing." 

BOOM! 

Shocking words emanated from Noah as they caused both the Clones of the 

Apex Aeonic Lifeforms to gaze at him. 

It was simply too preposterous as when Orion felt the aura of Consummate 

Boundaries stemming from all fabric of Reality in these past Barren Lands… 

"It may actually be possible. With something like this, your ideals of forming an 

Inheritance may not be an impossibility." 

…! 

As Orion spoke, his Will perked up as he noticed the aura of multiple beings 

begin to appear before them. 

His soul trembled as it was auras of the Lineages of the 9 Minor Planes he 

very well remembered.𝗇𝒪𝑣𝖾𝔩𝑵𝓮xt.𝚌𝑜𝓂 

The figures of Albus from the Prana Dimension, The Old Dreamer, 

Guinevere…the main bodies of all the Dimensional Rulers began to appear as 



those who had remained behind in the Barren Lands met those who had left 

too long ago! 

— 

An meeting of destiny and Providence. 

An meeting of choices! 

Choices. 

They were ultimately what decided the path to be taken as at this moment, the 

main bodies of Orion, Aurelia, and Lucia tore through space ever faster to 

arrive at the Lernaean Apex Aeonic Domain. 

Orion's expression was bright as only he and Aurelia's clones were seeing the 

Infinite Plane with their eyes, Orion's voice echoing out as they were seconds 

away from arriving into the Lernaean Apex Aeonic Domain. 

"Aurelia, an even grander path may just be possible. With all of the Natural 

Laws and Decreta expanding towards Extremity along with the Plane 

itself…we will have to make sure everything is taken care of quickly in order to 

explore this path even more and seclude ourselves from the Eyes of others. 

They must not know just what we have!" 

His eyes were sharp. 

He knew that the usurpation of Roan's authority had to happen quickly as their 

Lineage had to prepare and steer clear of the attention of Inheritances, the 

benefits they had alone being something they needed time to swallow as they 

didn't need to sell themselves off to factions that would divide and use them! 

So he made his choice as his blazing aura and that of Aurelia and Lucia 

arrived in the Lernaean Apex Aeonic Domain. 

Dozens of thrones lay before their attention as the few that remained taken 

were still the same, the violet throne where a certain Apex Aeonic Lernaean 



Lineage Emperor Roan sat being just as bright if not brighter as he looked 

towards them impassively. 

Seeing the holder of the Aeonic Forge of Extremity standing beside Orion and 

knowing very well of her power and influence, rage couldn't help but rise in the 

attention of Roan as he saw Orion was truly serious about his usurpation! 

But…just as Orion had made his choice, so had Roan. 

And he now stared at his fellow beings that had come for his throne and 

authority without fear as no matter what choice they made…it could not be 

grander than the one he had just made with an Inheritance from the Aeonic 

Haven of Penumbra! 

INFINITE MANA IN THE APOCALYPSE 

Chapter 2390 Divergence! I 

 

   

 

Chapter 2390 Divergence! I 

"Caterina…" 

The eyes of multiple Apex Aeonix Lifeforms lit up at the appearance of one of 

the pillars of the Lernaean Lineage! 

Yet seeing Caterina Aurelia Dismukes appearing along with Orion right after 

his exchange of words with the Apex Aeonic Lineage Emperor Roan, a 

terrifying and palpable pressure seemed to descend as their overly strong 

souls knew something grand was about to happen. 
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"I won't waste any of our time, so I will simply state that I am here to invoke 

the Lernaean Enthronement Ceremony to depose Roan Gregorius Acidinus 

and to anoint a new Apex Aeonic Lernaean Lineage Emperor." 

BOOM! 

Space shook and trembled as powerful Wills collided and vibrated at such an 

announcement! 

To Depose the current Emperor and call forth a Lernaean Enthronement 

Ceremony that would raise a new Emperor! 

It was a sacred ceremony that was determined by the majority of the currently 

present Lifeforms in the Lernaean Apex Aeonic Domain at the point in time 

that it was invoked. 

All those present within this domain held a vote as it was one of the most 

sacred places for Lernaeans! 

Even the Interim Aeonic Lernaean Lineage Emperor Maximilian who was here 

held a vote, even though he wasn't an Apex Aeonic Lifeform! 

The violet visage of Roan was utterly cold as veiled anger and hurt could be 

seen in his eyes, his fist clenched as he didn't say a word. 

He simply watched on as at such a reaction, the swirling milky white light 

within Orion's sockets churned as a sensation he didn't want to feel began to 

flourish! 

So he became even more determined as he continued. 

"All those in favor of deposing Roan Gregorius Acidinus as the current Apex 

Aeonic Lineage Emperor." 

His hand rose in a grand show of wonder as the Apex Aeonic Lifeforms 

present glanced at each other without any movements. 



Maximilian's main body was the first one to join Orion as from his throne, his 

hand rose! 𝗇𝑜𝓥𝞮𝓁𝗇𝖊xt.𝒸𝑜𝚖 

There were many others here more powerful than him- the less than a dozen 

Apex Aeonic Lifeforms seated on the thrones amounting to 9 without including 

Orion and those he arrived with. 

Yet his hand was the first to rise as Roan gave him a powerful cursory glance. 

Thereafter, an annoyed voice echoed out as the fair hand of Aurelia laced in 

golden light rose. 

"I left my abode to come here for this, so let's make it quick." 

Her hand rose. 

The eyes of the 9 Lernaean Apex Aeonic Lifeforms gazed at it as in 

sequence… 

BZZT! 

They began to raise their hands one after another! 

If Caterina the Great supported this ordeal, how could they deny it?! 

Unless none of them wanted to receive stupendous treasures in the future, 

they could only follow even if their Wills thought differently. 

Out of all the Lernaean Lifeforms here, only three did not raise their hands. 

Roan and the two Lifeforms closest to him. 

Their eyes held deep conviction as they also sighed internally, their bond with 

Roan running too deep as they had to at least stand with him! 

As for Roan himself. 



His gaze was currently billowing with cold anger as he remained outwardly 

calm during all this, watching those who had raised their hands to give the 

majority win needed in order to depose him with a chilling light! 

At this point, Orion nodded with a heavy expression as the next words he 

wanted to say were simple ones. 

The stifling foreboding sensation on his soul only became heavier as his milky 

white Dynamis of Extremity surged over his skin like heavy tendrils of light, 

with him not being the only one as beside him…Aurelia's eyes had long since 

become stern before his! 

Since the majority vote had been cast, Orion was going to say that at this 

moment, Roan was deposed as another vote would be held to decide the new 

Apex Aeonic Lernaean Lineage Emperor. 

But he didn't say these words. 

The heavy sensation in his heart fully settled as instead, he asked gravely. 

"Roan…what have you done?" 

WAA! 

"Oh?" The Deposed Emperor seated upon his violet throne raised "I thought 

you were about to call the premature end to the vote, and I was going to tell 

you that you do not have the majority." 

…! 

The air became utterly stifling. 

This domain hidden deep under a vast sea of Nullity within the heart of the 

domains of the Lernaean Lineage trembled at this juncture as the expressions 

of many changed at this moment- their Wills catching Roan flick out a 

Runestone that read {Shadows}! 



And an instant later, the blazing auras of over a dozen Apex Aeonic Lifeforms 

began to bloom one after another. 

A radiant obsidian light of grandeur bloomed as with it, 13 dazzling shadows 

manifested behind Roan! 

Each one seemed like a volatile singularity as the power of a powerful Apex 

Aeonic Lifeform emanated from each of them! 

Their sudden appearance caused the expressions of all here to change 

drastically as this domain was a distinctive kind of a Minor Plane of Existence. 

Without the correct authority, no being could simply enter. 

And such an authority was always granted to the most distinguished 

Lernaeans. 

Until today. 

Until Roan… 

"You fool…what have you done?!" 

It was Aurelia who bellowed out at this instant as her vivacious body pulsed 

with immense power, their Wills very vividly catching the appearance of these 

13 Apex Aeonic Lifeforms that were in no way connected to the Ancestral 

Lernaeans! 

Their expressions were those of utmost calm and grandeur as even though 

they appeared behind Roan, they floated slightly above his throne as they 

seemed to portray their own importance and power. 

Their eyes were callous as if everything happening around them was 

inconsequential, with the most dreadful thing being…their shadows. 

They endlessly stretched behind them and towards an invisible distance as all 

13 beings were wore with glimmering stellar black robes that held the writing 

of {Shadows}! 



 


